WAAPA MUSOS ROCK OUT!

WAAPA’S Contemporary Music vocalists and musicians take to the stage of the Subiaco Arts Centre for a high-energy celebration of chart-toppers from performers who have shaped our modern musical tastes.

These radio favourites include classic hits from artists such as Peter Gabriel, Toto, Michael Jackson, Elton John, Robbie Williams, Alicia Keys and Aretha Franklin.

For the first time this huge cast of talented young musicians and singers, including Chantal Sousa, recent winner of prestigious singing competition Perth Star, come together to wow Perth audiences.

In this spectacularly produced concert WAAPA celebrates 50 years of radio hits as over 40 student’s make these much–loved classics their own.

With the Big Funk Band closing the night don’t miss this great opportunity to rock-out to your favourite tunes!

Performance Information: Radio Active
Thursday 9, Friday 10 and Saturday 11 September at 7.30pm.
Subiaco Arts Centre, 180 Hamersley Rd, Subiaco.
Tickets are $25 Full $20 Concession | Friends Bookings through BOCS on 08 9484 1133 or bocsticketing.com.au.
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